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Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Bureau of Infectious Disease, Prevention, Response and Services
Office of Integrated Surveillance & Informatics Services
General Overview of S Programmatic Release

- General Overview of release
  - Global Updates
  - STD
  - Epidemiology
  - Immunization
  - Global Populations (RIHP & TB)
  - FPP
Global Updates
Global Updates

- Fixes duplicate lab entry from ELR. [MAEDSS-10236]
- Changes xsl to accept numbering of repeatable variables. [MAEDSS-10372]
- Update address for out of North Carolina Health Department. [MAEDSS-10399]
STD
STD

- Fixes issue where Syphilis Risk Factor Tracking report lists "0" cases when the county of Worcester is selected. [MAEDSS-10373]
- Excludes STD events with the status of "contact" from the out of state notification workflow. [MAEDSS-9803]
- Modifies Gonorrhea Random Sample Selection Workflow to include a random sample of 19% of all gonorrhea cases per day, instead of only three. [MAEDSS-10260]
- Creates new question in Clinical Question Package REASON_FOR_TESTING. [MAEDSS-10302]
- Updates REPORTING_SOURCE reference code list to include “Counseling, Testing, and Referral Form” option for HIV, Syphilis, Gonorrhea and Chlamydia. [MAEDSS-10298]
- Audits the parent question (REFERRAL_BASIS) of DIS_ASSIGNED_INVESTIGATION? [MAEDSS-10374]
- Fixes the Syphilis Risk Factor Tracking report which was mixing up results from Bristol and Berkshire. [MAEDSS-10384]
Epidemiology
- Moves a question for CJD product code: "Type of CJD" from Clinical QP to Admin QP. [MAEDSS-10208]
- Add variables to NMEN, MENUI, and MENUT to capture MSM information, smoking history, travel history, drug use, college attendance, and clinical factors. [MAEDSS-10102]
Revises label for BODY_PIERCING to say "During the incubation period, did the case receive any body piercings?" [MAEDSS-9437]

Increases field length of Barcode from 15 characters to 40. [MAEDSS-10038]

Revises label for illicit_non_iv_drugs_ever to say "Has the case ever used any drugs not prescribed by a doctor (not injection or intranasal)?" [MAEDSS-10213]

Changes label for ACUTE_HCV variable to say "Is this a suspect acute case of Hepatitis C?" and adds a tool tip that says "Answering Yes will expand the questions asked in the Risk History Question Package". [MAEDSS-10281]

Enables REASON_FOR_LAB_TESTING variable for HCV product code and update reference code to include “Screening,” “Contact to known case,” and “Treatment follow-up.” [MAEDSS-10297]

Updates REPORTING_SOURCE reference code list to include “Counseling, Testing, and Referral Form” option. [MAEDSS-10298]

Modifies RESULT which is a child question of TESTED_HCV to include “Indeterminate.” [MAEDSS-10299]
EPI – Active Surveillance

- Creates new product code for "MDRO" (Multidrug-resistant organism). [MAEDSS-8597]
EPI – Foodborne & Waterborne

- Additional questions added to Vibrio Traceback Question Package for Environmental Questions. [MAEDSS-10126]
- Adds variable Case_Hospitalized to Enteric Wizard. [MAEDSS-9941]
- Updates Report to include all Vibrio serotypes - Count - Events Per Disease, Classification, and Serotype. [MAEDSS-10057]
Immunization
Modifies Varicella Clinical Complications Workflow to include hospitalized and pregnant cases. [MAEDSS-10273]

Adds variables to CPOX to capture additional information on hospitalized cases. [MAEDSS-10287]

Fixes empty EVENT_DATE column in PHB – Series complete, PVST due WFM. [MAEDSS-10319]
Global Populations
RHIP

- Updates EDN Feed with new mapping document so that the vaccine codes that was updated on the CDC side is accepted on our side. [MAEDSS-10117]
- Creates Vaccine reference code for new vaccines for RIHP program. [MAEDSS-10258]
- Updates and Edits CHW Dropdown. [MAEDSS-10370]
TB

- Relabels POST_EXPOSURE_TST to “Second Test” and TST_DIAGNOSTIC to “First Test” in TB-Active and TB-LTBI cases. [MAEDSS-10266]
- Adds two variables as child questions to IGRA_DONE. [MAEDSS-10267]
- Adds IGRA_Done and all of its child questions to the Class AB Data Entry Wizard. [MAEDSS-10295]
Food Protection Program
• Creates an LBOH pdf version of “LBOH_FBI_Complaint_Worksheet_PDF_Document.xml”. For LBOH to use when reporting a FBI event/complaint to a health authority or health agent” [MAEDSS-10324]
Thank you

- If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN, please contact the help desk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801

- Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback. Please continue to give ISIS your thoughts on MAVEN and requests for future enhancements. Thank you.